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Now that you have some idea about the theory behind property ownership (after having read Locke),
take a look at this short video summarizing Locke's theory of labor. Using Locke's theory and what
you now know about property, do you think the parking spot belongs to the person who adds labor? 

Take a side and argue why you think it should or should not belong to the shoveler. Please comment
on your colleagues's responses.... also, would you take the spot? No judgment. I swear!

Link  (https://youtu.be/GfVzi4SBwtw)

(https://youtu.be/GfVzi4SBwtw)
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901950)Krista Richardson-Cline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901950)

Jan 16, 2018

" 

My first instinct is no, this is not an example of Locke’s concept of private property because the city
owns the streets, therefore, any “improvement” made be someone would not qualify based on that
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ownership. Nevertheless, one could suggest the public street is for the use of citizens therefore
still within the public sphere of property and not private. Then come in the idea concerning types of
labor; can one consider snow removal to be an improvement to the land, perhaps on a temporal
scale, it improves the environment for a short period of time. So now we get into types of
improvement which could be a disaster where people are “improving” or clearing the asphalt just
to obtain ownership of parking spot. Or one could look at this instance as a cultural one. Perhaps it
is a cultural norm for Boston and other eastern towns to allow citizens to remove snow and add
cones but this only last during the winter months and then “standard” parking lot behavior
resumes. I foresee this leading to other disputes but maybe it works well in these towns.  Clearly, I
am all over the place with my choice of side, so I go with my original answer: no, snow removal is
not an example of Lockean private property because the real estate in question is technically
owned by the city and any improvement would not qualify.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)James Thobaben

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)

Jan 28, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Krista:

 

I agree with your two points about 'temporal scale' and the informal rule for Boston.  Though it
seemed at the time an extreme situation, I recall just such a blizzard closing down the region
when I lived in New England some years ago when I was in grad school.  The locals allowed
that cars that were stuck were allowed to stay, and those with a carved out space were
granted a 'privilege' of place (permitted to save the spot with chairs, cones, etc).  Admittedly,
some students took advantage and attempted to usurp places -- it was not well received. After
all, even if the space could not be justly saved, to claim it when not contributing at all seemed
like even more unjust scavenging. Given my car was in a spot and covered (even though it
was a Jeep), I left it where it was until the streets finally were a bit more open.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901950)Krista Richardson-Cline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901950)

Jan 29, 2018

" 
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Yup, the spot being "theirs" only for a period of time and that being based on cultural or
maybe even moral reasons but not claimed as private property. If I had moved into the
area I would not have known this little quark and would have parked in a cleared area. I
bet I would have figured it out real quick after parking in someone's clear spot.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)

Feb 2, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I think the temporal idea is a good point, Krista. I also think the idea that you may not
have a legal right to the space, but that it is a cultural norm is something to consider.
Maybe its part of the social contract that we don't take advantage of other people's
hard work. This question brings up economic "free rider" issues as well. 

Having spent quite a bit of time living in upstate New York I would have to say that I
wouldn't have parked in someone else's cleared spot. I have seen people key other's
cars for doing it - its dog-eat-dog when there is three feet of snow on the ground!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901798)

Jan 25, 2018

" 

I remember a couple of winters ago (after the blizzard of 2015, I believe), this became a huge
issue in the city because people were getting into physical fights and committing acts of vandalism
toward cars parked in a spot they had shoveled out. Even in good weather, parking is a big issue
in a lot of areas, so with the volume of snow compounding the problem people were getting
desperate. Mayor Menino implemented a temporary rule that stated that a space saver could be
used for up to 48 hours to reserve a parking spot. 

From a totally rational viewpoint, of course the spot doesn't belong to you just because you spent
hours shoveling it out. If you park on a public street, every member of the public is equally entitled
to the spot. However, Locke would argue that the labor spent on clearing the spot makes it the
property of the one who cleared it. In Section 34 of the excerpt from Chapter 5 of his Second
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Treatise, he writes, "He that had as good left for his improvement, as was already taken up,
needed not complain, ought not to meddle with what was already improved by another's labour: if
he did, it is plain he desired the benefit of another's pains, which he had no right to..." According to
Locke (and Mayor Menino), the great effort expended to clear the parking spot makes it the
shoveler's property, at least for 48 hours. 

Personally, I would not take a cleared spot. Having spent who knows how many hours of my life
shoveling snow, I know how much effort goes into the process, especially if your car gets buried by
the snow plows. So while it may be legally acceptable to park in a cleared space on a public
street, social mores discourage it. And it's not really worth it anyway if the person who cleared the
space gets angry and smashes your windshield!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6885048)Cameon Eisenzimmer

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6885048)

Jan 29, 2018

# Reply 

" 

An argument could be made that does shoveling a space really create an improvement?
Where did the individual put the snow? By clearing a space, has the individual caused
detrimental affects to someone else's property or to a common area? The excess snow has to
go somewhere. Do other individuals then have the right to fill in the empty space created by
the first person, to improve their parking space?

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901798)

Jan 29, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I think that shoveling out a spot is definitely improving the space. Otherwise your car is
just stuck there unuseable, occupying the space. Usually there is enough room on the
curb to safely put cleared snow, but during a blizzard this does become an issue. The
snow banks created by plows and by people shoveling can get very high, but there isn't
really another option. And Locke would argue that a person doesn't have the right to fill in
an empty space dug out by another because then his actions become detrimental to the
space improved by another person. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)

Feb 2, 2018

# Reply 

" 

This is an interesting question! This then becomes a nuisance... you can't use your
property to the detriment of others. SO - if the spot is yours then you've just violated
common law. Nice point. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6889534)Meghan King

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6889534)

Jan 29, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I feel almost fortunate to never have experienced my car being covered in such a state, and
would as you said be very upset if someone smashed my windows because of parking in
space they had cleared. 

I do question one part though - if it is a mostly residential area, isn't it safe to bet that peoeple
who were parking on the street lived in the house that they parked in front of? And in that
case, I feel it is slightly more arguable that the individual clearing the snow has the right to the
spot (especially in terms of not taking it having not done the work). Who knew snow could
cause so many issues and yet be so beautiful at the same time.   

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)

Feb 2, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I remember Menino implementing this law. I also remember hearing accounts of people
becoming violent over cleared spots. This 48 hour rule plays into the temporal idea that Krista
raised. It is an interesting reaction to the labor expended to clear the space being limited. It is
without question a lot of effort to shovel yourself out - but not as much as building a house and
starting a farm. But it is enough effort for 48 hours. I like this idea.  
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)James Thobaben

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)

Jan 28, 2018

" 

Four facts (three social and one a mixture of climatic and social) seem pertinent:

1. The spot is not owned by anyone else, but is, effectively, in the Commons (for now one can
disregard, as a specific and distinct set of conditions, other limits on use such as ‘parking for
residents only’).

2. The Commons is not Nature (in a Lockean sense), but can function in a quasi-natural way as
space that is used on a ‘first-come / first-served’ basis.

3. The weather has transformed the means / mechanism by which the Commons is accessed.
4. The limits to the use of the Commons are at least three-fold:

Disproportionate use,
Excessive or destructive use,
After the time limit is past, the portion of the Commons used must be 'returned' in its
previous condition (or better).

 (Violation of these three together these might be referred to as a ‘tragedy of the
commons’.  This idea originated with William Forster Lloyd in 1833 [“Two lectures
on the checks to population”] writing at the intersection of Malthusian population
theory and economics.  The more recent use of the notion arose with Garrett
Hardin [Hardin, G (1968). "The Tragedy of the Commons". Science. 162 (3859):
1243–1248], which had a very significant influence in environmental theories. All
this, though, is a conversation for another day.)

 In this case, the two-part question that follows from these ‘facts’ is:

With a serious snow storm, does a set of circumstances warranting violation of prima facie
expectations exist, and,
If so, does this specific storm rise to the level of exception or alteration of standards?

I would answer 'yes' and 'yes'.  The use of cones in this particular storm seems to not be an
arbitrary claim, but a common interpretation of a common law exception.

 

A different argument could be made (and likely is on a snowy day) that the street parking is,
indeed, more like a state of nature and one can either gain control of a portion through occupation
or (following Locke) though adding value by shoveling.  I do not consider this an accurate
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interpretation, since clearly a paved road is not ‘nature’ and value has already been added by the
‘whole’ (the 'whole' being 'the State' in representation of the people).  It is, though, much like a
Commons and much like a public commons in a New England town, one is allowed to reserve for
temporary use space one has ‘prepared’ and designated (for instance with the spreading of a
blanket for a picnic).

 

Obviously, there is a problem with individuals determining if the law can be legitimately
disregarded.   Typically, the enforcement of balanced and appropriate use of parking spaces as a
commons is performed by police or parking enforcement officers on the basis of laws and
regulations standardized for normal situations.  In this case, though, the argument is being made
by the ‘cone-placers’ that they, due to the weather conditions, have ‘legitimate authority’ to enforce
their temporary and spatially-limited claims (presumably via shame as levying fines is not possible
without the normal policing mechanisms and violence would certainly be a disproportionate
response to taking a parking place).

 

So, I would argue, the cones are fine – but:

only in very significant storms,
only for a very brief time determined by weather conditions,
no possibility of profit-taking exists, and
other limits on the use of the Commons continue (e.g. prohibition of hoarding, restrictions on
behaviors that violate the common good [which, in this case, might be use by an ambulance or
clearing out of the way so a snow plow can have access]).

 

Since I do not consider this a ‘property ownership’ case, but a matter of temporary use and,
further, a generally accepted behavior, I would participate if in Boston.  To me it is, essentially,
accepting their common law. (By the way, the same argument does NOT hold for ‘commonly
accepted' gross injustices like murders in an extremely impoverished area of a city or up in the
mountains or over in the Delta in which policing is inadequate or corrupt – though one could claim
it should, with the ‘state of Nature’ then being much more Hobbesian than Lockean.)

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6885048)Cameon Eisenzimmer

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6885048)
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James,

During unusual situations (i.e. blizzard), doesn’t the enforcement of balanced and appropriate
use of parking spaces as a commons still performed by police and parking enforcement
officers? We have snow emergency routes, which means there is no parking on certain streets
during that time. Also, when the City is clearing snow from residential streets, if your car is
parked in a way which limits the flow of traffic, it is ticketed and towed. By my way of thinking,
enforcement of balanced and appropriate use of parking spaces as a commons never
stopped. Granted, this is for a mid-sized city and not someplace as large as Boston.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)James Thobaben

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)

Jan 29, 2018

# Reply 

" 

My experience with this is pretty limited.  The one truly 'close down the city' blizzard I was
in left the side streets closed for a week -- and the police ignored all parking violations. 
My guess is they were otherwise occupied.  I do not know if that meant they thought
shovelers and free-loaders could be trusted to negotiate their way through conflicts or
they just had other priorities.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901798)

Jan 29, 2018

" 

You make an important point in that this is not actually The Law in action. It is a set of
temporary, commonly accepted rules necessitated by extraordinary circumstances. A person
does not own the spot in the technical sense, but, having performed labor which makes the
otherwise unusable space usable again, is understood to have the temporary privilege of
parking in it. The designation of the spot as being occupied is also important. If there is no
space saver in place, another person cannot be reasonably expected to know that the spot is
still within the 48 hour period allowed for occupation by the original shoveler. So one must
improve the space and also make known one's temporary "ownership" of it. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6900715)

Jan 29, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Several of us are using terms like:

-cultural
-social norms
-temporary 
-extraordinary

I noticed this because it occurred to me as I was typing my initial response. Every
circumstance isn't linear, but rather the complexity of the situation calls for some rule
bending.  I agree with those who say that if you've spent time clearing, you are entitled to
a spot, even if it's not the exact spot you cleared -- labor is labor.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6900715)

Jan 28, 2018

" 

To interpret Locke's meaning in its most basic sense is to say that the street is no longer common,
but has been claimed by the city, since it put labor towards creating parking spots in the first place.
 The irony here, at least to me, is that because the property belongs to the city, it has once again
become "public" which is almost the same as common.  So, using that argument, the spot belongs
to any and all, whether cleared or packed with snow.  The initial claim has been made and the
clearing of the snow is no longer a determinant of ownership.

That said, I'm going to argue against myself and say that the argument I just made is idealistic and
probably needs some modification for special circumstances, of which blizzards are one!  The
person who clears the spot does have more right than someone who has not cleared a spot to
such a cleared spot.  But if the person who takes the cleared spot is out and about, perhaps they,
too, have experienced someone claiming their own cleared spot.  It's not the particular spot itself
that is owed to that person, but rather some result of the labor they spent -- any cleared spot might
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work!  But I have never lived in a big city, so that might be a lousy counter argument!!

I would never take a cleared spot if I hadn't cleared one myself. Snow karma happens!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6885048)Cameon Eisenzimmer

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6885048)

Jan 28, 2018

" 

Since I work in a private engineering firm and hear conversations similar to this all the time, I
would need to know the legal boundary of the property. Does it extend into the street? Were the
boulevards measured correctly? Is there an easement or covenant on record? I am surprised, on a
weekly basis, how 'off' measurements are pertaining to private/public property. Having said that, if
indeed it is public right-of-way, I have no idea how to answer.

We deal with severe blizzards every winter. Neighborhoods are impassible, schools and
businesses closed, and vehicles are buried in the middle of streets. However, neighbor helps
neighbor. Most people with a snowblower and we are physically able, start at their house and just
keep going. It's like a little army of snowblowers all clearing sideways and digging out vehicles. As
for the vehicles that are abandoned in roads, they are towed within 24 hours. And if your vehicle is
parked on the side of the road for more than 72 hours, it is also towed. I find it baffling that people
would fight over a cleared parking spot.

As for Locke's theory of property, I do not believe the parking spot belongs to the person who
shoveled it out. Locke's theory was based on natural resources and I would argue that public
roadways are not a natural resource. According to the USDA, natural resources are fundamental
components of life such as air, water, and soil. Thereby, public roadways would not be considered
a natural resource.

Would I take the parking spot? Yes, only because it is the cultural norm for me. Generally, where
I'm from, everyone has contributed in some way to the clearing of the parking spot. If you can't
physically clear, you often provide some type of hot beverage or goodies. And the next snow
storm, you might be able to clear while someone else can't.

This was a blizzard in 2016. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5167134)Evelyn McGill

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5167134)

Jan 29, 2018

" 

 

 

If by ownership means one holds title to the  property,  then the street or part of the street that is
shoveled  is not “owned” by the person who cleans it.  When using  Locke’s argument as
paraphrased  in the video as ” mixing one’s labor with something not yet owned by someone else”
one can argue that the shoveled section is already  owned by either the government or a private
entity such as a developer. Therefore according to  Locke’s theory it does not become someone
else’s property. That being said, there are issues that I would consider when making my decision
about parking in the spot, and I believe that they probably tie into issues of preservation.  If
someone had placed cones on the spot after cleaning out the spot I would  not park there, and
would respect the time they had put into shoveling.  This does not mean that I believe  they own
the  property, but I am considering  factors other than ownership.  This relates to preservation law
because other considerations come into play when creating preservation laws.

I see Locke’s theory reflected in  the early Kentucky land laws. The people who wrote these laws
were steeped in the writing of philosophers such as John Locke.   This is one example. 
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Preemption Warrants : All those who before 1 January 1778 had marked out or chosen for
themselves any waste or unappropriated land and had built any house or hut or made any other
improvements thereon, were entitled to a preemption thereon of no more than 1000 acres of
unclaimed land.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)James Thobaben

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5199459)

Jan 29, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Evelyn:  Thanks for the KY history; I did not know that.  It's got me curious -- much
appreciated.  JRT

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901950)Krista Richardson-Cline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6901950)

Jan 31, 2018

# Reply 

" 

"...other considerations come into play when creating preservation laws" by this you mean
other considerations other than property ownership, correct? Other factors other than
ownership, such as National heritage, being seen as more important than ownership of
property when considering preservation law?

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6916662)

Jan 29, 2018

" 

Because the parking spot is located in a city street that is owned by the public, I do not feel that
anyone, including the person that labored hours to remove the snow, has the right to the parking
spot.  The streets are parceled out to a government entity for the use of the great society and not
individuals. If the parking space was parceled out as personal property associated with a business
or person, then the owner has the right to that property. Even if the space was in private ownership
and another neighboring resident shoveled the snow, I would argue that shoveling away snow is
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# Reply 

likely in the budget for the City and therefore a city responsibility, so if another resident took on that
responsibility to remove the snow, then they did so knowing and at risk that they might lose it once
they moved their car. I do not feel like an "improvement" added to personal property entitles
someone else to have a property interest in the property unless approval was first granted by the
property owner and there was an agreement on how ownership would change based on another's
investment in the property as an "improvement". 

As a transit professional, I would advocate that instead of wasting time shoveling, they should walk
to the nearest T station. They wouldn't have to shovel out the parking space, increase carbon
emissions by starting a really cold car, and could get some exercise while walking to the station. 

Would I take the parking space, no way. I would not ever drive in snow as I am from Florida. I
would not even leave my house and if I did, I would take transit. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6889534)Meghan King

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/6889534)

Jan 29, 2018

" 

Personally, I have never dealt with large, car covering amounts of snow. The worst I have
experienced are a few pretty unpleasant ice storms, though that is a whole different kind of
inconvenience than snow (and most of the time, I would just stay at home, with work most likely
closed and school cancelled). In that instance, spots weren’t necessarily “cleared” by anyone,
simply unfrozen from their vehicle being parked there previously. In this case, I do not feel like that
individual has any more right to the spot than any other person, they were merely lucky.

However, when it comes to the idea of a large amount of snow being the issue, the argument
becomes more complicated. Yes, the person who physically cleared the snow has put in work to
“improve” the physical environment in the sense that it becomes more convenient and more
desirable. However, is this improvement a necessity? Would the spot not still function as a spot
covered in snow, just not as enjoyable? Secondly, on any other non-snowy day, it wouldn’t be
acceptable for someone to “claim” the parking spot (unless they could do so legally based on
property lines). So, does the snow provide valid grounds for the land to become “claimable” simply
because someone puts in time, especially knowing that they don’t have a definite claim to space?
My stance is, that even though morally it would seem the person who put in the work would
deserve the space, in the end that is not truly practical. The street Is a public space, and simply
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putting in effort to make it more convenient does not mean you own it. While I understand Locke’s
property, I do not think that applies to this situation, because of the fact the government owns the
street for a public purpose, and the rights of the government in a public purpose would appear to
override the rights of the individual gained by doing some work. And yes, I’d probably take the spot
(just being honest with myself here ha).

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5172931)Heather Hemmer

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5172931)

Feb 3, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Living in Lexington and having the park on the street definitely gives me an opinion about anything
related to street parking. Agreeing with Elise's answer, you cannot claim the spot just because you
shoveled for hours. 

I can see each side of the argument, that is for sure. I can understand the logic "you work for it,
you earn it" but also, the street isn't technically anyone's and claiming one spot seems silly. Even
though you park there every single day, that doesn't give you ownership. Plowing snow, to me,
isn't necessarily an improvement either. It is more of a short term "fix" rather than improvement. In
my mind, an improvement would be new pavement, a wider sidewalk, a wider bike lane, etc.
Something that alters the street for the use of the public on a long term scale, not just one resident
that was responsible enough to shovel out a parking spot. 

However, if the street is a residential area where you have to pay for a street parking pass, I would
say yes, the spot is taken if you are a visitor. If I am paying for a street, shoveled for hours, go to
run an errand only to find an unmarked car in my spot, I would be furious. In that situation: Yes, the
spot is taken. Sorry visitor, you will have to come back later or get creative. 

The street belongs to everyone, assuming there are no signs or limitations to the parking spots. If
the spot is cleared, and you are a resident, it is open. I, personally, would either avoid my car and
use a different form of transportation, or I would shovel and simply mark it off. Is that rude? Maybe.
But if woke up early to clear a spot for myself, I would like to think my hard work earned me the
spot when I returned. 

I guess my final answer is "it depends." It depends who is trying to take it, and it depends the
availability on the street. 
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)Emily Bergeron

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1909098/users/5161176)

Feb 17, 2018

" 
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